THE BREAKDOWN OF KINGSHIP
which was still so very strong when James had come to the
English throne twenty-two years before, had continued to give
him a personal weight which his young son necessarily lacked.
Moreover, in the interval the Crown had got still poorer and
the wealthy classes in the nation still richer, for trade was
continuously increasing.
The First Parliament. Charles's first Parliament was that
always called to confirm and receive a new reign. And even in
this early moment a revolutionary demand appears.
Something like half the King's regular revenue came from the
customs, 'tonnage and poundage' and other sums levied at the
ports, especially on imports, but on some exports too. These
had belonged as a matter of course to the Government un-
interruptedly for two centuries (that is, ever since they had
come to be of any importance), and at the beginning of every
reign, also as a matter of course, the right to continue was
passed, by way of form, in the first Parliament. Now, for the
first time, the revolutionary demand appeared that the Commons
should refuse to pass the customs. They knew that Charles was
in a dilemma about religion, because, with all his desire to
keep down Catholicism, he had promised toleration secretly to
his brother-in-law, the King of France, and yet had to repudiate
that promise publicly in England. Therefore to strengthen
their position those who were beginning the revolutionary
demands in Parliament asked at the same time for the blood
of a number of Catholic priests. They were not only man-
oeuvring; they were also moved by fear, for (as one of their
most prominent men had recently put it) "half the population
might soon be Catholic." This was an exaggeration in 1625, but
the Catholic-inclined minority was still very large: perhaps 3
third. The priests whose execution was demanded had been
condemned for saying Mass, and Charles had used his royal
power of pardon. He was asked, in spite of this, to have the
men put to death. He refused, and as the rich men in Parlia-
ment would not give him any grant at all unless he bent to
their will he dissolved their assembly on August 12, 1625.
The Second Parliament* In prosecution of the war
with Spain an expedition was sent once more against Cadiz.
It failed, largely through the incompetence of the Earl of Essex,
a dull, sour, weak, and neutral man, the son of that Essex who
had gained §o brilliant 3 victory in th$ same place a generation
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